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Abstract: The perspective of Imam Khomeini has two elements petrifaction and dogmatism. Barrier to Islamic awakening. The main components of the Islamic Awakening. Currently in the world, Approach consistently Imam Khomeini that promises to wake the poor nations of the world. No doubt the thought of Imam, which is reflected in his oral and written literature, is the main source of Islamic Awakening. Muslim nation of Iran and other Islamic countries and even other non-Muslim nations in the contemporary era and later. He was the founding of the Islamic awakening in the world the perspective of Imam Khomeini is the subject export of revolution. The practical steps to export of revolution. It is particularly important to realize this (export of revolution) is not necessary to use force, But also the emphasis are on awareness and Islamic Awakening. Awareness and integrity of the nation, Emphasis on Islam in the struggle against the powers of evil, Invitation to faith and Islamic unity. Strengthen the spirit of faith, the full support of the Islamic Awakening. And fulfill the requirements of Islamic wakening is the view of Imam Khomeini. This paper has reviewed and analyzed the Study Islamic awakening in the thought of Imam Khomeini. Strategies for the development of Islamic Awakening. As well as obstacles to the awakening from Doctrines of Imam. [Hemmatollah Shamoli salahchini, Hooshang Kiani dehkian. Theory of Islamic Awakening From the perspective of Imam Khomeini. Researcher 2014;6(12):43-48]. (ISSN: 1553-9865). http://www.sciencepub.net/researcher. 7
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1. Introduction

Great Islamic nation over the centuries after the first centuries of Islam, failed to reach the goal and purpose of the planned Islam for Muslims. This was something that was brought to them away from Islam, dispersion and neglect of Muslims. Division and differences have led the continued dominance of enemies. But today the situation is different in the Islamic world; Islamic Awakening is palpable throughout the Islamic world; Motion and great movement can be observed at different stages in the Muslim world; Desire to return to the principles of Islam, which is a source of honor and progress and prosperity(Mohammadi, Manouchehr, (2011)). However, the scene remains fluid and to accomplish the required shape. Islamic Awakening is not a modern phenomenon. Islamic Awakening in recent decades in Islamic countries and among Muslims in other countries is a phenomenon that has created wonders. This phenomenon has long been used to study and analyze the powers that have felt trepidation and powers have begun efforts to understand and identify the Islamic Awakening and find ways to cope, destruction and isolation of the wave; Imam Khomeini turned the first Islamic Awakening Forums to "political action" and import it into practice all Muslims and all the oppressed masses. Crystallization of Thoughts of Imam The denial of the situation in Iran and fall of the Pahlavi dynasty and stop the aliens from the future of the country and continues to form a government based on Islam. That in the path their development effort. Become the ideal society that the Islamic regime is developed and justice. But you should see If the high aspirations of the Imam and the people realized Iran is the government with motto "Independence, Freedom, Islamic Republic" with all its ranges showing the world There is also the ideal society of view of Imam and he wanted something more? Imam Khomeini's statements and writings of the formation of such a government are achieved, only a small part of programs and even in this case is "our country and our people are still at the beginning of the fight and stability." Imam Khomeini knows the formation of such a government as a template and sample, w have to use it and stability of the sublime principles of forgiveness and salvation leads very bright and better future for the world.

The Muslim uprising in the Middle East is spreading day by day. Aromas of Islamic awakening and liberation from the clutches of the oppressors reached the capitalist world. One of the peculiarities of political thought and leadership of Imam Khomeini is comprehensive and analytical perspective and look deep into political issues which states that the provident and provide a way to keep one's thought of and actions. In the wake of the Islamic world, Imam Khomeini will have special attention to Islamic Awakening in the future. The ups and downs of events and conspiracies of foreigners cause deviation from combat or confiscation of the Islamic revolution.

1.1. Definition of Islamic Awakening

Islamic Awakening is the movement that has taken shape in Islamic countries and a conceptual overlap such as the reformation, religious revivalism, Islamism and the like. Waking, sleeping and anti-sense are used
in activating consciousness (awareness). The Islamic awakening is in the sense of pure Islam and the human community. Accordingly, the better life of faith is achieved and only from religion, is available; Because God has given to human life and the world the prophet calls us to live it. Therefore, the Islamic awakening is in the sense of being alive again in the light of Islam. In other words; the Islamic Awakening is used in resurgence of Islam and under shelter independence, justice and all teachings and virtues, or eternal life is alive again. Islamic revivalism is a religious revivalism, not the Reformation, which occurred in the West; because the Reformation in the Western means, Religion in a way that is completely changed and become more social, not religious, but also religion goes by time. As a result, religion out from public life, But Awakening and Islamic revivalism is a live human being and social life on the basis of religion and religious practices. In other words, the Islamic Awakening reviving the Islamic religion and the brevity and uncertainty of who is sitting on the face of religion. Hence, we can say, if you sleep, brother of death, awakening the embrace of life. Despite the diversity of attitudes and different subsets of the Islamic awakening, heralded single message on this theme: We returned again to bring religion into the realm of personal and social life of human beings. This sense of consciousness, a combination of two values, true and pure embarrassment and going back to the past; Shame in the dignity God has promised to believers The lack of a return to Islam and Muslims in the sense that we are backward away from Islam. So if we look at a summary statement the element of shame and return. To say the meaning and message of the Islamic awakening is to return Islam to restore its past glory or to obtain their dignity (Rahnema, Ali ; 1994).

1.2. Theory of Islamic Awakening From the perspective of Imam Khomeini

2. Development of dynamic composting of processes simulation model

Influence of Imam Khomeini’s leadership in awakening of the oppressed and Muslims of the world is clear to everyone. From the religious point of view, this influence has been so unique that we do not know any other character whose thought, movement, and activities have affected the entire world during the history. Imam Khomeini is the only thinker who both thought about theorizing revolution and put it into practice by himself over the past few centuries. We can find a few people in the history who both write about the reasons why we need a revolution and then take steps into the field himself and create such a revolution which he himself spoke about (Sayyed Jalal Miraqee. 2012). Thinking and planning of Imam Khomeini It was actually a combination of identity and development. While the former leaders of the Islamic movement as Seyed Jamal, followed by the development and modernization and some were very limited emphasis on identity. Imam Khomeini sought to revive the Islamic identity with the development, Development that was defined in the context of Islamic identity.

The Political theory of Imam arose exclusively in the form of Islam; this feature gives the position to Imam Khomeini in Islamic movements in the Muslim world. Imam Khomeini was a great teacher of Islamic Awakening. During the fight that led to guidelines and position statements and providing grounds for connection between the Poor nations and the Muslims and to take a holistic explain the theory of Islamic awakening and the different aspects of it. Perhaps one of the main factors that Imam distinguishes it from many other individuals and fighters and resulted in the victory of his movement in Iran, Act boldly of Imam In the fight against evil and oppression and the Imam rejected any compromise on this issue (Farzandi Ardakani, Abbas (2007); For example, the constitutionalism, It was a perfect opportunity for leaders, But what was the cause of promoting better, Tolerance and compromise that they did or domination of America and the arrogance of many Islamic countries is the result of compromise with superpowers. But one of the main components of Imam Khomeini is about awakening Imam Compromise with superpowers

knows oppress to humanity and said "The reconciliation with the cruel oppression of the oppressed, the agreement with the superpowers, and the cruelty of mankind. Those who say we compromise, they are either ignorant or mercenaries". Imams was virtuous and wise after years of improving oneself and the higher education and earns and achieve a higher level of human and moral, Islamic Movement began; he always has a great emphasis on self-realization and self-purification. Component of Islamic Awakening from view of Imam, he had emphasized the awakening of all nations, Regardless of geographic location. Fight against injustice and the idolatrous is not confined to a particular location and insist that Muslims should not be allowed anywhere in the world that are matched to their rulers. “For me there is no place. What is at stake is the struggle against oppression. Wherever it’s better to fight to be held I’ll be there.

2. Islamic Revolution and factors of the Islamic Awakening

2.1. The nature of the Islamic Revolution:

Emergence of Islamic awakening in the Islamic Revolution can search based view of the political thought of Imam Khomeini. As the Islamic Revolution transformed the cultural, social and domestic political and undeniable changes brought about in the national values. Following the dramatic developments in Islamic
countries and internationally. Iran's Islamic Revolution was not historic event in a corner of the vast geography; this revolution, an intellectual system that seeks to find solutions to the problems of the Islamic world. This revolution is based on the principles of his faith, a response to the deteriorating situation in the Islamic countries and the violation of their dignity and authority. Islamic Revolution had a profound impact on the lighting and the waking the Islamic world and shine the light of developments in a wide source of religious democracy in the Middle East; The nature of the revolution was based In light of the supreme and universal ideas and reviver of Imam Khomeini on the basis of strong religious principles, the Imam called on the first anniversary of the Islamic Revolution, the rise of Islamic movements inseparable waves of revolution and solemnly said: We export our revolution to the whole world; Because the revolution is Islamic, until the La Elaaha Ella Allah and Muhammad (pbuh) is not dominant in the world, is fighting and to fight against the oppressors is anywhere in the world, we are. Iran's Islamic Revolution source of mobility in the Muslim world and the Islamic awakening branch of the Islamic Revolution, and the authority of the Association of Islamic awakening Knows authority of All Muslims: authority of and credibility of the Islamic Republic of Iran belongs to all Islamic nations and the defense of the nation's hero of Iran, defense of the oppressed of all nations (Khajeh-Sarvari, Gholam-Reza, (2012).

2.2. Warnings of Imam:

Imam from the religious leadership, In the maintenance and expansion of Islam and attempt to strategic policy In order to get rid the oppression of Muslims in from the unfortunate situation and also deep and complex designs and conspiracies of the enemies of the Islamic Revolution

In advance of the full domain of Islamic Countries caused first months after the Islamic Revolution, In his messages and speeches on various occasions, Imam Khomeini said and the alarm sounded for Muslims: Muslim World and oppressed, wake up; and infinite sea of people gets up and defend the honor of Islam and their national.

2.3. Awakening of the nature

According to this the verse «the nature made by Allah in which he has made men» (Rome, 30) human is in the nature of monotheism (Imam Khomeini, Rouh’ollah; (2006). If human receive world Facts and religion Correctly, Be accepted. But sometimes false propaganda of the exploiters is prevented Islamic Awakening. For this reason, Imam Khomeini knows Islamic Revolution t main cause of awakening nature:

The issues that we have proposed and the nation has rebelled against it, are Humanitarian issues, each person who still instinctively is human will accompany with ours .Strategies of Imam for the expansion and strengthening of Islamic Awakening Along with the development of spiritual and moral development of the Muslim world in the light of the Islamic Awakening Imam Khomeini, the Supreme Leader of the Islamic relying on experience and scientific assets, The Muslim world is aware of the several major axis. These axes are:

A) Return to the original Islam (pure Islam):

The growth of nationalist ideology, nationalism and ethnic prejudice and the syncretistic ideas or trends in American Islam Seeking comfort, peace and organizing forces in the form of political parties that is taken from western culture are Part of the fundamental problems of the Muslim world. Imam Khomeini's wrong with complete denial of Western culture, Invited Muslims The knowledge and practice By the values original Islam: Islam for Muslims to have everything, The Quran has everything, Unfortunately, however, we did not use it; and Muslims have forgotten ... should be considered that people tend to Islam.

B) Recovery of national identity:

Years of neglect and even centuries Muslims in the world from stocks and treasures of the religion and also cultural penetration of the secular west across groups and Islamic countries, the Islamic world was created from a poor community, to achieve industrial progress, West has put the template. Imam Knows consider to national identity and cultural authenticity the Islamic world as an essential strategy for getting rid from the clutches of Muslim intellectual and cultural dependence and believes that the cultural autonomy based on self-identification is done in the Muslim world; Islamic awakening will not go anywhere (Roy, Olivier. 2010).

To counter the enemy's cultural invasion and the revival of Islamic religious and national heritage of the Islamic world by cultural, political conspiracies aliens in the public mind is forgotten, States: Rise and find their own figures and their cultural heritage.

C) The convergence of the political and religious commonalities:

Principles and common religious teachings of Islam regarding is the formation of the unity and integration of the Muslim world. Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) the unity of the Islamic states: as friends and allies who themselves are friends and allies of each other.

Imam knows According to the principle of monotheism and practice in the Book of Revelation Support the integration of the Muslim world. Another aspect of convergence is focus on cultural, political and campaign to ward off the common enemies of the Muslim world.

Imam Khomeini believed that by focusing energy and potential and actual Muslim world on disposal of
major powers like America and political elimination of the Zionist regime in the Middle East region. Solved the basic problem of the Islamic world: Our common enemy of Israel and America today. Who want to destroy our reputation and we have oppressed them again. The disposal of our common enemy.

The unity and convergence in the Muslim world can  Underlying the formation of the world's largest religious power and change the equation and the polarization of the political powers and the balance of power in favor of the Islamic Awakening and the rule of Islam and the Muslims (Lacroix, Stéphane. 2011).

3. Barriers of Islamic Awakening from the view of Imam Khomeini

Some of the barriers to the Islamic awakening of Imam Khomeini are:

3.1. The distortion of Islam and religious concepts inversion

With progressive forgetfulness Islamic societies and original concepts and basic teachings of Islam and changed the basic message of Islam is justice.

Islam would grow slowly, bend back. Valuable concepts such as justice, equity, Jihad, Hajj, martyrdom, Enjoining good and forbidding wrong and ... Because the risk of its powers have led to sanctions. On the other hand, sectarian tendencies and Arabic, Sign in Greek thought and non-Islamic culture, inspired teaching and Western worldview, Led to the isolation of Islamic ideals.

Later, these issues were under the illusion that Islam in the contemporary period, not compatible. More educated, Unaware of the rich Islamic culture and their assets, Development and adoption of key life science community, values and Western philosophy. Imam at the meeting with some officials to point out that Enemy wants Islam in this country or not or at least, although not successful in the first part, but rather than passive Islam have been successful. So many people have been looking for a revival of religion and religious thinking in society paid to reconsider the some of the key concepts of Islamic Thought. People like Sayed Jamal, Mohammed Iqbal, and Doctor Ali Shariati and...

3.2. The rulers of the Islamic countries

One of the obstacles facing the awakening movement is the rulers and leaders of Muslim countries. They consider the establishment of the pure Islam contrary to self-interest and self-government. Muslims problem is Muslim government.

3.3. Divisions

Contrary to some commentators, Imam does not know unity as a tactic or tool of political expediency to advance the goals and objectives of the revolution. Unity is an Islamic principle and necessary to achieve success in the fight against the main enemy of success in getting rid of the current plight of Muslims is known to depend on the Unity.

Goal of the Imam was creation United Islamic Front. Imam for realization of the vision of Muslim unity the use of existing facilities and in this regard has raised the issue of Palestine, Quds day and Hajj and...

3.4. Calcification and ossification

Imam cites the extreme fanatics is one of the barriers to understanding and Islamic Awakening. Considered for the development of Islam Understanding the fanaticism and folly and fight them. The arrogance has people in all areas. In seminaries and universities, the fanatics, I have repeatedly warned that the threat of them, they destroy the content of the revolution and Islam by deception. Must take refuge in God from the evil of these. Today the world is hungry for Islam. They pretend of piety and asceticism, which is characteristic of this group, the greatest damage brought on Religion Throughout history. Mareghan, great example of the group is formed during the reign of Imam Ali (AS). They tricked soon and later stimulated and rumors are accepted and then feel their duty!

3.5. Intellectuals

According to Imam as fanaticism and rigidity barrier to awakening. Interest to the east and west and submit to them, keeps nations away from Islam.

Today, the time when the nations guide to our intellectuals, saving them from submits to east and west that day, move nations. Imam's recommend that some intellectuals, Intellectual criteria do not know followed from western data. The Imam is considered their task Introduction to Islam and the establishment of a just government, the major role they give to the intellectuals. On the other hand there are criticisms of intellectuals; Indifference to Islam, westernism, ignorance of Islam, Separation from people, Including issues that Imam express to this group.

3.6. Clerics affiliated with the powers and materialistic pacifism

The Imam also supports from authentic and pledged clergymen, Imam have very sharp criticism from Clergymen dependent on the power and royalty. Imam expressed hatred of non-aligned clergies knows them even worse from SAVAK. They are the best tools that intentionally or unintentionally are implementing other purposes.

4. Some Guidelines of Imam on Islamic Awakening

4.1. Export of revolution and the awakening of nations: Now, many nations associated with us. Our movement has developed, Countries that see people standing in front of a great power and promoted. All nations are affected by their governments. They want to
come out from under the load, when they saw the uprising in Iran. The same idea is found in the brains of others. Other nations to do the same meaning, they will do the same.

4.2. Voice of Awakening in around the world Today: Breeze of Awakening Blowing in the world and wicked conspiracy disclosed, It is time that the oppressed of every nation and tribe and in every land with Pen, speech, thought and thought uncover crimes of oppressors during Black History. Scholars and scientists around the world, especially the Islamic scholars and thinkers’ ready one heart and one way to save humanity from under the oppressive domination of the minority that spread their oppressive domination over the world and with his speech and action destroy the false fear located on the oppressed.

4.3. The necessity of awakening of nations: Should be shared with of nations; As in Iran, the Iranian nation to disaster for Islam to come by Pahlavi regime and America, Iran's youth And the people of Iran, the Iranian military, air, land and naval forces and Iranian Revolutionary Guards. The task is understood, were awake. Punches with fists clenched together and tanks evicted from the scene. One such of nations do not awaken up. Should know that Governments are corrupt and criminally convicted and sentenced to America and other superpowers with all the resources, all facilities.

4.4. Muslims in all countries of the world upraise: Oh Muslims in all countries of the world arise! Oh, the Muslim scholars save the countries of Islam and Muslims! In every corner, as a nation and its government and religious scholars Fight with the wicked West and East, Fake experts and advisors to get them out of your countries and the political and military battle to overcome them; Do not be afraid of Promotional fanfare That Almighty God is with you.

5. The Fulfillment of the Requirements for Islamic Awakening in view of Imam

A) awareness and unity of the nation: necessity of wake of nations Among the issues that

Imam to start the fight It is considered a necessary condition and says: As in Iran, the Iranian nation to disaster for Islam to come by Pahlavi regime and America, Iran's youth And the people of Iran, the Iranian military, air, land and naval forces and Iranian Revolutionary Guards. The task is understood, we're awake, Punches with fists clenched together and tanks evicted from the scene. One such of nations do not awaken up. Should know that Governments are corrupt and criminally convicted and sentenced to America and other superpowers with all the resources, all facilities (Keddie, Nikki R. 1995).

B) Emphasis on Islam in the struggle against the powers of evil: With the increasing problems of Muslims, Most Muslim intellectuals concluded that the only way to deal with problems (such as authoritarianism, colonialism, etc.) brings back the original and pure Islam. This is a point that was emphasized by the Imam; I confidently say Islam destroys superpower. Islam will conquer great obstacles inside and outside its boundaries disappear one after another and the world's key strongholds. Some speculate that because we do not have the ruling power of Islam and justice in the world, so the task is not responsible unaware of the divine prophets have also raised the ideals you may not realize it at the time, But with a clear statement to answer this question.

C) The invitation to faith and Islamic unity: Islamic unity, the only way to fight the oppressors, and the main factor in the liberation of peoples. Imam Khomeini said about it:

We will of God, People have not guns and war machines, through the power of faith and unanimity on the royalist forces were overcome. I hope that all Islamic nations rise and with word unity a according to Islam and the power of faith. Defeat the enemy and the people who want these nations have always controlled and dominated. Password win

Muslims in the beginning of Islam are word unity and strong faith. If the unity of the Islamic word and if the United governments and the nations of Islam did not mean that nearly one billion Muslims in under the hand of powers, Together with the power of faith and fraternal walk in the way of Islam, no power will overcome them.

D) identifying the enemy and uprising against enemies: Imam believes The main cause of the destruction and defeat Islamic governments and nations against the arrogant powers. Is no resurrection of different segments that will cause the loss of dignity and human values: Now if different segments of nations, religious scholars to speakers and authors do not uprising, and to arouse the masses Islamic human do not help the oppressed nations, Surely the nations will be destroyed and dependent more and more. Imam Khomeini identifies enemy knows a religious duty and always emphasized, Islamic countries and the oppressed, to discover the power of Islam and not fear of East and West and their dependents and to trust in God almighty and reliance on the power of Islam Rise and Short the hands of criminals from their countries.

E) Strengthen the faith and the spirit of combat against colonial governments: Today

Islamic Republic of Iran, owing to strong faith and commitment to Islam and there has been a huge change in different classes, Cut hands of East and west from the their country and does not allow any power involved in Iran's Islamic country and the proof is overwhelming Muslims and the oppressed of the world That the will of nations. One can not oppose And the nation that the
suffering and martyrdom. Choose the martyrdom, Not Defeatism.

F) Support for Islamic awakening: Due to Imam moving target, the task is in line with God's commandments, this opinion is not limited to the time and place. The Imam said: Imam said: from all the countries supported to obtain freedom and independence, and they say explicitly that rise and destroy superpowers from the history and time. I have said many times and I already warned that if oppressed East and Africa rely not on their own.

Suffer forever.

E) The inability of the powers against to Wake nations (disclosure of the effects awakening of nations):

A cry from the heart of the believer will prevail over all things; The White House has also overcome and conquers. Nations, Put into place and holding the superpowers, Oppressed peoples all over the world to awake, a nation that came out Friday and says, "We came for testimony." They have not afraid from death, this is testimony. May God to all nations, Islamic nations, grant to the power of faith Increasing our nation's strength and faith.

6. Discussion

Islamic Awakening is a state of excitation and awareness of the Muslim society which can lead to a large change And uprisings and revolutions created does not fit in calculating the dominant regional and international Devils (Wright, Robin.2008). In fact Islamic Awakening is Social movements, political and intellectual world and aims to restore the identity, values and Islamic rules in society And the struggle against colonialism, tyranny, injustice, oppression, and unjust blasphemy and criticism of the secular world. Islamic Awakening is signifying the emergence of pure Islam in human society. Awakening of the Muslim world against the conspiracies of arrogant powers one of the important topics presented by Khomeini before the revolution. Re-growth of Islam and make it a better idea Direction of human guidance and administration of community has entered a new phase which can be an era of prosperity of Islam. In fact, According to Imam Khomeini started the war of poverty and wealth, war of oppression and arrogance, the true and false. Every day is added to the group of the world of Islam. Imam Khomeini was the leader of the most prominent contemporary Muslim world, more than thirty years ago founded the Islamic awakening and now he realized the predictions of strategic and operational guidelines one after another. Imam always Emphasize on self-realization and self-purification. Indifference to injustice and oppression knows resulting in lack of self-purification. Fight against injustice and evil is not confined to a particular location and insist that they are Muslims anywhere in the world Must not let our rulers to give compact. In fact, Imam emphasizes the awareness of Islamic community at all times and the two elements, Ossification and alienations are a pest of Islamic awakening. Imam was the great founders of the Islamic awakening in the world. Islamic awakening topic from view of the Imam associated with export of revolution. His practical steps to export of revolution It is found that For the realization export of revolution is not necessary to use force, Rather, the emphasis is on awareness and Islamic Awakening.
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